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Pioneer DJ DDJ-WEGO4 DJ Controller Rekordbox, Black

Join the World of Mixing
Take your first steps in the world of DJ-ing with the compact DDJ-WeGO4. Learn to mix seamlessly with tactile
controls and jog wheels for scratching. And use the sampler, Hot Cues and Pad FX inherited from professional
hardware to bring more creativity to your sets. Just plug in your laptop, tablet or smartphone and start to play.

Ready to take things a step further? Simply use the bundled licence key for our rekordbox dj software to perform
straight out of the box. Or use WeDJ, our DJ performance app for iPad/iPhone, to mix tracks directly from your Itunes
library.

Easy to connect
Simply plug the DDJ-WeGO4 into your PC, Mac, tablet or smartphone with a USB cable, or connect to your iPad or
iPhone with a Lightning cable and start mixing your music using the compatible DJ software or app of your choice.

Supports WeDJ
This controller is compatible with WeDJ, our easy-to-use DJ performance app for smartphone/tablet. When connected,
the app´s intuitive display makes it a breeze to mix tracks from your music.

Rekordbox DJ
You get a rekordbox dj licence key bundled with this controller. Simply activate your licence key for our DJ software,
connect the controller and start DJing.

Simple layout, advanced control
A host of professional features - including Hot Cues, samplers, Pad FX and loops - are packed in a compact,
lightweight design. Learn to DJ on the straightforward layout and step up easily to a pro-DJ setup, including CDJ
multiplayers and DJM mixers.

SRP 319,90 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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PC master out
For flexibility you can choose to hear your mix through your computer´s internal speakers, connected desktop
speakers, or play through a wireless speaker. At the same time, you can use your headphones to cue independently of
the master out.

Built-in soundcard
No more hassle with external soundcards. Connect the DDJ-WeGO4 straight to your speakers or amplifier.

Specs

Product Attributes

Dimensions and Weight

Product weight: 3.047

Packsize height: 14

Packsize width: 47

Packsize length: 36

EAN: 4573201240675

Manufacturer number: DDJ-WEGO4-K

Product weight: 3.047 kilograms
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